Litepaper
PandaQ is a collection of 8.888 unique 3D
hand-drawn art pieces collected on the
Ethereum Blockchain.

Collection
Each Panda is unique, based on 200 well-designed
elements that define Panda as an extremely rare and
seldom-seen character.



Joining the ranks of Pandaq means being part of one
big community that believes in blockchain and
decentralised future.


Benefits of owning PandaQ NFT
Owning a PandaQ nft will not only allow you to admire
it, it will also give you a number of privileges, such as:

Pre-Sale

NFT merge

Launchpad

After getting into the whitelist you
can receive 30% off the sale price
and also save on gas fees.

Everyone involved in the presale
will have the chance to claim
exclusive PandaQ NFTs, of which
only 10 will be available.

Anyone with any two Adult Panda
NFTs will have the opportunity to
get a free Panda Junior NFT. This
NFT will be obtained by filling in
the form. Each Junior NFT will be
handmade within 3 months.

Projects under development on
Pandaq Launchpad will receive at
least 80% of the proceeds from
sales. Of which 10% will go to
PandaQ NFT holders and the
remaining 10% will go to cover
Launchpad costs.

Roadmap
The project will not end with the first phase and the
launch of the collection, but will be followed by a
number of other roadmap phases:

Panda NFT
First phase of the Panda NFT. In
which you will see pandas that
have never been seen before,
distinguished by their abundance
of detail and uniqueness.
2022 Q2

Panda Junior NFT
The most important stage in the
life of any mammal is the
production of offspring. We will of
course take that into account here
as well. By mating any two Pandas,
you get the real surprise - Panda
Junior!
2022 Q3

PandaQ NFT Launchpad
The PandaQ launchpad will have
the following functionalities:

- Whitelist gathering

- Collection generation

- Branded store functionality 

- Wide selection of marketing tools
2022 Q3 - 2022 Q4

Team
The team is made up of a wide range of professionals
in their respective fields, from marketing specialists to
technical people, social media experts and business
development specialists. This will guarantee the full
success of the project. The PandaQ team consists of:

Panda Boss

Panda CEO

Panda COO

Founder, Business Dev and
Marketing

Operations, Marketing and
Partnerships

Operations, Marketing and
Partnerships

Panda Dev

Panda Dev

Panda Manager

Blockchain Expert & Web3
developer.

Blockchain Expert & Web3
developer.

Moderator of all Social media
channels.

Panda Artist
Famous Sculptor, creator of
collection

Launchpad
Solutions to help every artist launch their NFT collection.



Publishing an NFT collection is a complex and team-intensive process. You
can always use Opensea, but to succeed you have to have more and do
better. That is what the Pandaq launchpad will be for.

Features of the launchpad

Whitelist collection function.


Based on the selected parameters,
you can create conditions for the
whitelist and collect the whitelist.
This will be linked to pre-sale and
sale functionality.

Collection generation feature. By
uploading individual elements of
the collection to the system, and
by setting certain rules and tuning,
the creator can generate their own
collection.

The functionality of the
merchandise shop. Allow each user
to purchase canvas, t-shirts and
other merchandise

Marketing solutions
Listing in the PandaQ
NFT calendar.

Inclusion of the project
in the newsletter

Advertising on social
media

Affiliate function, where
you can provide clients
with a generating link to
promote your project

Pricing
Setup fee. From 0,5 ETH.

Transaction fee - 20% (10% will go to
cover Launchpad costs, 10% will go to
Pandaq NFT holders)

